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GEIERAL TANK ~ESTS ON THE HYDRODYNAUIC CHARACTERISTICS 
OF FOUR FLYlrG - BOAT HULL MODELS OF DIFFERIlW 
LENGTH - BEAii RATIO 
By Kenneth S . M. Davidson and F . W. S . Locke, Jr. 
The main purpose of this report is to present the 
results of "general" tests on the hydro ~ynamic character-
istics of four related fl~in€-boat hull Dodels of differ-
ing length-beam ratio o 
Evidence available before the work was started in-
dicated t h at leng th-beam r~tio had important e:fects on 
resistance and sug g ested ttat it might have important ef-
fects on ~ost of the hyd~odynaBic characteristics. The 
present investigatior- accordingly included consideration 
of five different characteristics, in an effort to gain 
perspective and to determine ~hich characteristic were 
governing. The followin g were studied: 
(a) Resist a nce 
( b) Po rp 0 i sin g 
(c) iia in forebody spray blister 
(d) Bow s p ray i n rough water (winds h ield wetting) 
(e) Yaiing stability near hump speeds 
The tests were made by methods described in previous re-
ports of the S ~ evens Experimental Towing Tank, and covered 
ran g es of load and speed which an earlier analysis of 
past practice had i n dicated to be of interest from a prac-
tical point of view ; values of C6 and Cv were o G 
-- - - - - - ----- --- ~-l 
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progressively increased as the length-beam ratio was in-
creased . The results are presented in terms of the usual 
NACA nondimensional coefficients, which facilitates their 
application in analyses or co mparisons of different sorts. 
Two co mparisons are presented to show the significance 
of length - beam ratio under a given relationship of load to 
speed. one (fig. 2) for models having the same plan form 
area and the other (fig. 3) for models having the same beam. 
These co mparisons , for reasonabl y high beam loadings on the 
basis of current practice (C~ = 1.00 for L/b = 6.19), in-
dicate a general improvement ~n the hydrodynamic character-
istics with increase of lengt h -beam ratio, if not carried 
too far. 
Il'TTRODUCTIO 
The ratio of length to bea~ is obviously a maJor con-
sideration of proport ioning in the design of any type of 
hull. 
The flying-boat hul l is a special type of hull, which 
ordinaril y has been viewed as pr i marily a planing hull, 
and only secondaril y as a displacement hull. In a planing 
hull, the emphasis has usually been placed on beam (and 
dead rise); within reason, the length of a planing hull is 
relativel ~T unimportant 'i'hi le t_ e hull is planing. The 
len gth becomes of majo r importance only at low speeds, be-
fore planing has been established, wher e it can affect the 
performance materially; it also controls the static flo-
tation. Thus, broadl y speaking, the choice of the length 
and the c h oice of the beam of a flying-boat hull are gov-
erned by different c ons iderations . But, once bot h have 
been c hos en for a particular case, the res~lt is a fixed 
hull of giv en leng t h and given beam, and it is necessary 
to view this result in over-all fashion , co nsidering both 
planing and displacement speeds; it is proper, also s to 
investi 6 ate the over-all effects of altering the ratio be-
tween lengt h and beam. 
It may often be desired to evaluate the effects of 
altering length on a fixed beam, or of altering beam on a 
fixed length . I n both cases the length-beam ratio will be 
changed . But it will be clear that if the same change of 
len gth-beam ratio is mad e in both ways, the resulting 
L_ I I J 
r 
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Fig. 1 
Constant beam 
Cons t ant le ng th 
Const~nt plan for~ area 
Note : 
Conl)arisons on the basis of Constant ;F'lr!.n Fo:r.m 
_ rea are believed to eli~ina e 0 0St nearly the effects of 
differences of s iz e , A cOf;1"parison of this tyPe , for 
tynical co nditions or load and speed, is sbown for the 
Dodels hero considered , on Fig . 2 . 
An additional co~narison is included on Fig . 3 
to bring out differences result ing fro~ a failure to 
el i ~inate s ize as a factor. This co mparison , for the 
sa~e mode ls and loading cor.ditions , is on the bl'l.sis of 
Const ap..iBeam; a comparison on the b"l.sis of Constant 
Length would ha7e served the sane purpose , 
Figure 1.- Ch~~ges of length-beaw r"l.tio. 
! 
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hu lls are certainly of different size; whatever reasonable 
definition of size is adopted. (Se e fig. 1 on p. 3.) 
Changes of size, under the same conditions of load 
and speed, are well kn own to affect the hydrodynami c char-
acteristics. Hence the true influence of length-beam 
ratio as such will no t be brought out if c hanges of size 
cannot be eliminated. This is not an entirel y straight-
forward matter , since size can be defined in various ways. 
However, the definition recently used by Bell (reference 
1) is an entirely reasonable one, and certainly better 
than most others. According to this definition, two 
hulls of differing length-beam ratio are said to have the 
same size ,,,hen they have the same plan form area, 1 x b. 
If the foregoi ng definition of size is adopted, the 
problem of determining the true influence of length-beam 
ratio, apart from the influence of size, is reduced to 
that of comparing the hydrodynamic characteris ti cs of 
hulls of differing length-beam ratio which have the same 
1 X b product, under the same conditions of lOad and 
speed. When this is done, the load per unit plan form 
area remains fixed; the values of 06 increase, however , 
o 
with increasing values of 1/b, the relationship being 
°6 o 
3/2 
proportio.al to (1/b) (1) 
A recent analy~is (re ference 2) has indicated that an 
averag e of actual practice in the past, including both 
flying-boat hulls and seaplane floats in a wide variety 
of sizes and designs, is tolerably well represented by 
the relationship 
1/b 
which c an be written 
:3 C~ proportional to (L/b) 
o 
(2 ) 
in i·!hi ch form it is directly co mparable ivith equation (1) 
an d shows that, in fact, the beam loading has been allowed 
to increase with increasing values of 1/b at a rate con-
I siderably faster (third power) than that corresponding to I . ____ c_o_n_ s_t_a)_n_t _ l_oad on a(gl)'ven plan form area (three-halves ~_ power . E~ tion 2 may perhaps rest upon somewhat too 
--- _ . 
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bro~d ~ r~nge of types ~nd designs for present purposes. 
There is nevertheless the cle~r implic~tion th~t the hy-
drodynamic char~cteristics must h~ve been found to be in-
herently improved by increas e of length-beRm rntio; other-
wise, it is difficult to see how the h igher loading could 
h~ve been acceptable. This implication ~~s emphasized in 
l ~ying out the test schedules for the present investigation, 
The QRjor purpose of the present investig~tion w~s to 
provide comprehensive hydrodynqEjc d~tR for related models 
of differipg length-bepm ratio; PH a bRSis for RnalysBs or 
comp~rison c of wh~tever type desired. An auxili~ry purpose 
w~s to study the question br~uGht o~t in the foregoing dis-
cussion ; namely, the T~te pt w~ich tho 10~diLg per unit plRn 
form ~rea T!1RY Juc~eGsfully ue ircreased RS the 1.8rJ.gth··beA.m 
r ~ t i 0 i sin cre:l 8 s (L 1" 0 r t r. eft l' s t 1) \l r p 0 sa; the e x 'o 0 r 5 men t p. l 
dat~ Are presented ln gene!?l form, In tsrms of the u sual 
NACA nondiDensicn~l coefficients, As ~ start towRrd the 
second purpose , two representRtive cocparisons Rre presented 
of selected models, to s~ow the influence of length-beRm 
r~ti o under flAed loadinG coniltlons r 
Previ ous experiment~l investigations of the effects of 
altering length-beam r atio have been reported in: 
U.S.~.~.B. Peport N0. 51 ~nd reference 3 Rnd 4 (1922v 
1934 , ~nd 1937, respectivelY)r which are concerned 
pric~rily with resi stance ch~racteristics 
Ref erence 5, June 1943i which considers resist~nce ~nd 
porpoising 
Refer ence 1, October 1943, which considers resist~nce 
~nd spr~y 
Reference 6, Dece~ber 1943, which considers the spr~y 
~t the bow n.t low taxying speeds in waves (windshi eld 
wetting) 
Refere nce 7: November 1943, which considers spr~y 
The present investigqtjon Was conducted qt the Steve~s 
Institute of Technology. Except for the work on bow-spray 
characteristics, it was conducted under the sponsorship of, 
and with fin~ncial ~ssist~rce fro~, the N~tion~l Advisory 
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COffi n ittee for Aeronautics. The bow-spr~y work in rough 
w~ter W~s c~rried out for the Bure~u of Aeronnutic s , N~vy 
Dep~rtnentv but a sunrn~ry of the results h~s subsequently 
been published by the NACA o (See reference 6.) 
SCOPE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
Four models were used: 
L/b 6.19 7.32 8.45 
Model No. 339-22 339-1 339-23 339- 46 
The pa rent for the series w~s Stevens Model No. 339-1, 
which h~d the lines of the XPB2M-l. The other three mod-
els were derived system~tic~lly fro~ the p~rent ; the rel-
~tive length-bean r ~t i os ~re 
1.00 1,18 
The first three models were previously used for re s ist-
Rn Ce and porpoising studies reported in reference 5; ~ll 
feur nodels were used in the studies of bow spray in 
rough wRter reported in reference 6. 
The following ch ~r~cteri st ics were investigated: 
(R) ResistRnce, ov~r the entire speed r~nge to get -
aw~y 
(b) Porpoising and trimning moment , at plRning speeds 
(c) Mn.in forebody sprn.y blister, A.t speeds up to and 
includi ng the hump 
(d) Bow spray, i n rough water ~t taxying speeds 
(e) Yawing stability, a t speeds up to ~nd including 
the hump 
In each inst~nce, the tests were made by "gener~l" nethods 
~nd in ~ccord~nce with the usu~l procedures Rt the Stevens 
Experiment~l Towing Tank. as described in previous rep orts. 
--~~- -----~. 
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Ranges of loa&ing coefficient and get-away speed co-
efficient for the several models were selected from the 
analyses of past practice discussed in reference 2. These 
appeared to De the best information available at the start 
0: the investigation , and it was considered necessary to 
restrict the breadth of the testing in some fashion, in 
the interests of economy of time u The pertinent charts 
from reference 2 are reproduced here on figure 10, from 
which it is seen that the ranges of load coefficient var-
ied in general accordance with equation (2) on page 4. 
The approximate test ranges selected are indicated on 
t 11ese c harts; the a c tual ranges used are listed below~ 
L/b 5 . 07 6.19 7.32 8.45 
Ranges of CD. 
High 0 . 80 1. 40 2,00 3,20 
0 Lo\~ .40 .60 1. 00 1. 60 
Rang es of Cv 
High * 10 . 0 12.0 13.6 16.0 
G Low 5.4 6.2 7 . 4 8.6 
It will be seen that the ranges for each successive model 
overlap those of t~e preceding model. 
The bow-spray tests were run at one speed, Cv = 1.05, 
with t hre e sizes of waves, having lengths of G, 4, and 2 
beams, all with a length - height ratio of 20 0 For each 
model at each \lave size , the runs v ere mad e at loadin g s 
fron CD. = 0.60 up to the load coefficient at which the 
model swamp ed and sank. 
HODELS 
The hull of the XPB2"-1 \lTas selected for the parent 
model of the series, pri~arily because of the large bac k -
grou~d of experience with this for~, and with various 
*These values are no minal . Limitations of the test-
ing facilities prevented reaching the maximum values of 
CVG desired . They were therefore simulated by appropri-
ate changes of load in co mbination with the maximum value 
of CVG attainable. 
~- - - -- - --- - --, 
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types of systematic modifications of it, already avail-
able at ~he Steven s Ex~ erimental Towing Tank. (See ref-
ere n C e s 5, 6 , 8 and 9.) 
8 
The models were built to the same beam, and the same 
body plans were used for all four models; these are given 
On figure 5, at full size for the models~ 
The length WaS a ltered, thereby altering the length-
be am rat i o, by applying a constant multiplier to the sta-
tio n s pa ci ng of the parent model. The forebody sections 
were shifted in or out along lines parallel to a tangent 
to the forebody keel at the ma in steps and the afterbody 
sections were shifted along the afterbody kee l. This pro -
cedure ~ ept the step height and the afterbody angle fi xed 
for the series. thereby eliminating two vari ables known 
fro rG previous work (reference 5 ) to have major influences 
on the hydrodynamic performance in their own right, and 
obviousl y extraneous to an investigation of length-beam 
ratio . 
No attempt Wa3 made to eliminate changes in varia-
bles resulting directly from expanding or contracting the 
lengths of the forebody and afterbody, ," n this co nnection 
it is worth noting that the parent form has a slightly 
warped forebody bottom in the vicinity of the main step. 
The amount of the warping was automatically a ltered in 
dir e ct pr oportion to the changes of length, and since 
forebody bottom warping is known to have an independent 
effect of its own. the change \hich occurred in this 
instance 9 though small, may have had some effect on the 
results. 
The distance from the main step to the rear gun tur-
ret was held constant, thus allowing con siderable changes 
of length in the region between the sternpost and the 
turret . The character of t h is region was preserved as 
far as was practic able, and the height of the turret was 
adjusted slightly as seened desirable to insure clean 
lines. 
Pro fi le drawincs of the four models~ at reduced 
scale~ are given on figure 6; pertinent particulars and 
specifications are on page 26. 
For the studies of DOW spray in rough water, the 
for wa rd part of each forebody was a complete representa-
tio n of tHe hull; that is, the nose and windshield were 
------.-~-~-~-~~-~-
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rep roduced, ~he windshield wa s located the same dist an ce 
a ft of the forepoi n t and the same dist a nce abo ve t h e tan -
g ent to the forebody k eel at the step in all cases, 
S k etches of the p: ofiles are incluced On fi gures 7 and 8 ; 
further details will be found in refere n ce 6. 
APPARATuS AND PROGEDURE 
Th e various pieces of test e qu ipment used for t h e 
e xperiments herein reporte d h ave been described in previ-
ous reports of the Stevens Experimental Towing Tan k with 
the exceptio n of the a pparatus for general porp oisi ng e x -
periments. 
Th e reported resistances include t h e air dra g 
of the model ; the a ir drag of t h e apparatus wi t h nO 
model i n place ha s been subtrac t ed. 
Th e equipn en~ for measuring the forebody spray 
blister is de s crib e d in reference 8, 
Th e eq~ipm ent used to p oto g raph the b ow s pray 
in r ough 'vater is de scribed in reference. 6 . 
The apparatus for dete_rm:"nielg ya,\Ting st ab ili ty 
i s des c rib e din ref ere n c e· 9 • 
The apparatus for general po~poising tests is an 
ad apta tion of the app a rat u s used for sp e cific porpoising 
tests, a nd described iel refer e nce 5 , wit h t he hydrofoil 
s ys tem re~ov ed , Changes of load are accomplished by me ans 
of wei g~ ts so arrang ed that t he re is nO alteration to the 
ma ss i n vertical oscillation when the model is loade d or 
unl oad od, or during porpoising. A photograpl of t h is a p -
paratus is on figu~e 9 , 
The detailed procedures u sed in the various expe ri-
ments are described in the same refer ences i n which the 
pie c e s 0 f t est e qui p men tar e des c rib e d > 1- 0 new pro c e d u res 
were developed for the work h erein reported. 
The center of g ravity was loc a ted the same distance 
ahead of the step and the same distance above the keel in 
all four models. Th e location chose n was based on t h e 
findin g s of reference 10 J to prOVlQe suit able moment-trim 
r e l at ionships in the p l aning range. The values used wore : 
-1 
_~__ - - - ---~.- 1 ,-~------ - -
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Center of Gravity Location 
[
35 percent of "beam forward of main stepl 90 percent of "beam a"bove fore"body keel J 
10 
For the general porpoising tests, fixed values of the mass in vertical oscillation and the longitudinal 
radius of gyration were esta"blished. The first of these Was "based upon the relationship for gross load used to determine the test ranges of loading for the various nodels . 
transformed to 
(see p. 4 and fig. 10) 
:5 
m = pw (6,L05) 
where m is t~e total mass in vertical oscillation. The 
second was "based upon the relationship 
k = 0.225 L (4) 
where k is the radius of gyration. 
are discussed in reference l UG 
Both these relatior.s 
~he tail damping was limited to 0~25, one of the 
three values of the dimensionless criterion 1-1 liP V 0 4 q 2 
discussed in reference 10 . The use of a single value for all four models means that, in effect, the tail area and the length (its distance fro m the c.g.) were considered to remain fixed when the hull length was altered with 
"beam constant. 
The Over-all accuracy of the results can "best "be judged "by the scatter of the test points On the various 
charts. It is "believed that individual measurements were 
made to within the following limits: 
Resistance (at displacement speeds), pound. (at planing speeds), pound 
Trim (during re s istance tests), deg (during porpoisi ng tests), deg 
Yaw angl e, deg . . . . . 
±O.03 
±0.05 
±O.l 
±O.3 
± 0.2 
.---~=- ~-- - - ~~~ - -
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Triuming moment , i n cl.-pound .... 
Yawing moment (except in regio ns of dis-
continuity), inch-round 
Sp ray dimensions, inch 
PRESENT~TION OF TEST RESULTS 
II 
± 0.2 
± 0.1 
±1/2 
The results of the tests are presented in terms of 
the usual 1:ACA IiCii c oe fficient s : 
Load coefficient C6 = b./wb
3 
Speed coeffici ent Cv :;:: v I fib 
Resistance coefficient CR = "3../wb
3 
.. 
C . H/wb ... 'I' rimming moment coeffi cient = 
. 4 
Yalving moment coefL.cient C.· = H1j;jwb L1j; 
Draft coefficient Cd = d/b 
Length/beam ratio L/b 
where 
6 lOad on wa ter, Founds 
w specific weight of wnter. pounds IJ8r cubic foot 
(62 .3 for Stevens) 
b beaD at main step, feet 
V speed, feet per second 
g acceleration of gravity, f~ct ppr s~cond p~r socond 
R resistance, pounds 
M trimming moment, pound-feet 
M~ yawing moment, pound-feet 
d draft of keel at main step, feet 
L length of hull from forepoint to sternpost, feet 
l 
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Noment data are referred to the center of gravity, 
and water trimming moments which tend to raise the bow 
are c onsidered positive . Water yawing moments which tend 
t o rotate the bow toward the starboard (r ight) are con-
cidered positive . Yaw angles to starboard are considered 
positivee 
Trim ( T) is the angle between the tangent to the 
forebody keel at the main step and the horizontal . 
Yaw (~) is the angle between the c ente~ line of the 
hull and the course , measured in a plane parallel to the 
still - ~ater surfac e . 
Resistan c e 
The resistance tests were in two groups: free-to-
trim at displacement speeis , and fixed trim at planing 
speeds . 
Figures 11 to 1 4 show free-to - trim resistances and 
trim angles over the range of displacement speeds. There 
is one chart for eac _ model, giving CR and T against 
Cv, vli th C.0. as paramet er. 
Figures 15 to 31 ~how fixed-trim resistances and mo-
ment characteristics at pIal ing speeds. Tbere is a group 
of charts for each madel, each chart relating to a dif-
ferent value of Cv, and showing CR against T with 
C.0. and CM as parameters . The method of plotting is 
that developed by Dawson . (See reference 11.) ~rim 
limits of stability, taken from the charts listed in the 
following paragraph , also are shown. 
Porpoising 
Fi~ures 32 to 35 show trim limits of stability for 
the pIa_ing range , in the condensed form of plotting dis-
cussed in reference 10 . There is one c hart for each mod -
el , giving trim limits against j C6j1C V . Contours of COn-
stant Cli also are shown . The trim lirr.its are consist-
ent with those on the resistance charts for the planing 
range, listed in the pre c eding paragraphs. 
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Main Forebody Sp ray Elister 
Fi gures 36 to 39 show measurements of the location 
of the peak of the main forebod y spray bli ster , in the 
f orm of p lot ting discussed in referen ce 8 . The position 
of the blister peak is g i v e n ,1ith re sp ect , to the model , 
as a function of 06 and Cv . Ther e is one chart for 
ea c h model o 
B o'v Spr ay in RO'l gh Water at Lo,.., Sp e ed 
Figure 40 SLows ph oto g raphs of the worst spray con-
dition at the bow during the co~rse of a cycle of wave 
encount er, as selected fro m a serie s of e xposures taken 
a t the rate of 60 per se con d and c ov eri ng several cy-
cles. This c har t, for the largest of the three wave 
sizes covere d in the tests; sho ws the spray in the free-
to - trim c ondition for three values of C6 , and at the 
one value of Cv selecte~ as representative of the worst 
c ondition. 
Th e series of photographs on fi gur e 40 is only part 
of a l a r g er series, reported in refere n ce 6 , in whi c h the 
lo a di ng was prog ressively increased from C6 = 0 . 60, un -
til the spray c ondit io ns became SO bad that the Bodel 
s wamp ed. The highest lo adings at which e ach model stayed 
afl oa t are giv e n in the fo ll owin~ table: 
Lib 5 . 07 6 . 19 7.32 8 . 45 
1. 40 2.20 3.0 0 3 . 60 
Directional Stabil i ty 
Fi gures 41 to 44 s how diagrams of yawing moment C·t h\jl 
a gainst yaw angle \jI, g rouped to bring out the functional 
rel at ion of the yawing characteristics , ~ith C6 and Cv , 
in the free-to-trim condition at displacement speeds, wher e 
y awing is usually of most importance. This form of pres -
entation is discussed in reference 2 . There is one chart 
f o r each model. 
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The term uhooking" is used On these charts to de-
scribe t he condition in which the unst a ble slope of t h e 
yawin g moment curve is SO steep at small yaw angles as to 
c on sti tute , in effect, a discont inu ity. Very rapid yawin g , 
or ~ ook ing , may occur in the flying boat, and the unstable 
moments are SO high th a t even unbalanced power ma~ be insuf-
fici e n t to count eract them unless ver y rapidly applie d at 
the first sign of y a wing . 
COI~ARISONS BETWEEI MODELS 
Use of the usual NACA "Cl' coefficients to present 
the test results conforms with common practice in report-
in g tests on flying-boat hull Dodels and permits direct 
co mpnrisons with the results of tests on other variables. 
It should be noted that, because the chara cteristic 
line a r di men sion in the NACA coefficients is the beam, 
the use of these coefficients means that, in effect, 
hulls of differing length-beam ratio are compared On the 
basis of equal beam and differing length. The charts of 
test results enumerat ed in the preceding section can 
therefore be used as they stand to evalua te the effects 
of altering length on given beam. 
The effects of a ltering beam On given length Can be 
evaluated by enteri ng the charts of test res u lts with the 
following relative values, where the parent model 
(L/b = 6.19) is con sidered as the basic starting p oint. 
Leng t h Constant 
L/b 5. 07 6,19 7·32 8.45 
(percent ) (percent) (percent) (percent) 
Beam, b 122 100 84.6 73.3 
C6 (for constant 6) 55 100 165 254 
CR (for constant R) 55 100 165 254 
Cv (for constant V) 90·5 100 109 117 
L-__________________________________ ~ __________________________ ~ _______________________ J 
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Similarly, the effects of altering length-beam ratio 
with constant plan form area can be evaluated by e ntering 
the charts with 
Length-B ea11 Product Const ant 
1/b 5·07 6.19 7~32 8.45 
(per~ent ) (percent) (percent) (percent) 
---- -----
1 x b 100 100 100 100 
1 90·5 100 109 117 
b III 100 92 85·5 
C6 (for constant 6) 74.2 100 128 160 
CR (for constant R) 74.2 100 128 160 
Cv (for constant V) 95·2 100 104 108 
As is pOinted out in the Introduction, cocparisons 
on the basis of constant plan form area are believed to 
eli r inate most nearly the effects of dif~erences of size 
and, therefore, to pr ovi de the best indication of the in-
fl uen ce of lenbth -b eam ratio alone. Accordingly , a c om -
parison of this type has been worked out fro~ the charts 
of test results and is presented on figure 2. 
A second comparison, but on the bas~s of constant 
beam with varying length, is included On figure 3 in 
order to bring out differences res~lting from a failure 
to eliminate size c hanges. The introduction of a third 
conparison, on the basis of co nstant length with varying 
beam, was considered, but decided against on the ground 
that it would merel y illustrate another way of introduc-
in g size changes , and therefo~e not add materially to the 
discussion at this pOint . 
Each of the two comparisons shows the hydrodynamic 
charac teristics of particular models , having the four 
length-beam ratios consi de red in the investigation, com-
pared under fixed conditio ns of load and speed. The same 
load-s De ed relation ship is used for both comparisons, and 
the parent model (L/b = 6.19) is identic al in size in both 
cases. The data are given at model size, and various 
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particulars for the several mo~els are listed on the 
sheets. Data are given , or referred to , for each of the 
five characteristics covered by the investigation. 
With reference to either of the comparisons (fig. 2 
or fig. 3) it may be said that, to a first approximation, 
increasing the length-beam ratio -
(a) Helps the hump ~esis~ance and trim, but shifts 
the hump to higher speed. 
(b) Helps the high-speed resistance. 
(c) Injures the stable range of trim angles. 
(Q) Lowers the height of the main spray blister. 
(e) Reduces the bow spray at taxying speeds i~ 
rough water. 
(f) Injures the yawing stability slightly, though 
not materially altering the speed ranges 
for the various types of yawing stability" 
The first two of these conclusions are the same as were 
reached by Bell, Garrison, and Zeck, in reference 1 0 
At first glance, the differences between the two coo-
parisons may not appear very striking. This is perhaps 
fundamentally because) from an abstract physical point of 
vie,', the over-all range of change of the length-beam 
ratio was not very great. From a practical point of view, 
however, the range of change vas considerable, and the 
differeaces between the comparisons are important. Thus, 
when the length-beam ratio is increased, it is seen that 
in the second comparison (beam co~stant) as compared with 
the first (plan form area constant) -
(a) The improvement in hump resistance is greater. 
(b) The impro ement in high-speed resistance is less. 
(c) The injury to the stable range of trim angles is 
lesso 
(d) The lowering of the main spray blister is greater. 
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(e) The reduction of bow spray is materially greater. 
(f) The injury to the yawing stability is a little 
less . 
A more detailed study of the comparisons seems to 
indicate with some clarity that , for the loading condi-
tions represented, a length - beam ratio of 5.07 is too 
small, and a length-beam ratio of 8.45 is too large. 
This statement is based upon the appearance of abnormal 
trends in the principal characteristics, resistance, trim 
limits of stability, and main-spray-blister height. Spe-
cifi c ally, 
With 1/b = 5.07, the resistances and the main spray 
blister increase abnormally. 
With Lib = 8.45, the stable range of trim angles 
diminishes abnormally. 
The other two characteristics, bow sprag and yawing sta-
bility, while probably of secondary importance, neverthe-
less do not offer contradictor' evidence in this connec-
tion . 
Suppose, now, that the parent hull were increased in 
length - beam ratio, from its actual value of 6,19, to 7.33 
or thereabouts. 
(1) If the plan form area were held constant (beam 
di~inished) 
(a) The hump and ~igh-speed resistances would 
be decreased, 
(b) The lower limit of stability w0uld be 
raised. 
(c) The spray blister .eight would be largely 
unaffected. 
(2) If the plan form area were increased (beao con-
stant) -
(a) The hu~p resistanc e would be a little 
lower than before , and the high-speed 
resist&nce a little higher. 
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(b ) The lower limit of stability would not be 
raised as much as before. 
(c) The spray blister height would be lowered~ 
DISCUSSION 
In appraising the results of a study of the present 
type , the manner in which the changes of the variable 
under consideration are effected in the models has an 
important bearing. The aim must be to avoid changes of 
other variables , as far as this is practicable. In the 
present instance, it is believed that by avoiding changes 
of step height and afterbody angle , the largest of the 
extraneous variables wnich might otherwise have seriously 
interfered with an adequate evaluation of the influence 
of length-bean ratio ~ave been eliminated. On the other 
hand , changes resulting solely from the alterations of 
proportion , and therefore the direct consequence of the 
choi ce of parent form, have been preser~ed as legitimate; 
they are believed to have been treated fairly in the meth-
od adopted for altering the length. 
Length-beam ratio is a variable which differs from 
most other variable s characterizing hull form (such as 
dead - rise angle, afterbody angle, etc.) in that, unless 
special precautions are taken, its effects are likely to 
be confused with the effects of chang es of size. The 
precautions taken herein, of introducing a comparison of 
hulls of differing length - beam ratio on a basis of con-
stant plan forw area, is believed adequate to avoid con-
fusion on this pointo 
The two comparisons of specific hulls actually car-
ried through on figures 2 and 3 give an ~ver-all picture 
of the influence of length-beam ratio, with and without a 
change of hull size (as arbitrarily defined), for loading 
conditions ap~roximating those of current practice. These 
c omparisons are indicative , but they make no pretense of 
covering all the ramifications which alterations of length-
beam ratio may inVOlve, Or of being conclusive in them-
selves. In particular , they do not delineate clearly the 
rate at which the lOadinG may be increased with increase 
of length-beam ratio, o r the maximum loadings possible o 
They are thought to provide a suitable pattern, however, 
for a more extended series of comparisons aimed at clarify-
ing these matters more fully. 
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The data on page 13, from the tests for DOw spray in 
rough water , afford direct evidence regarding maxinum pos -
siDle loadings. It is seen in the following taole that 
the values of C6 just prior to s1amping are well ex-
pressed oy the equation 
2 
C.6 m aX = K (1/0) (5) 
where K has R mean value of 0.0546 
1/0 
C 6 max 
K = 
5 . 07 
1.40 
.0545 
6 . 19 
2 . 20 
.0574 
7.32 8.45 
3.00 3.60 
.0560 .0504 
The preceding equation has the same form as the 
equ a tion adopted oy Parkinson in reference 7 in discuss-
in ~ spray, except that it uses the total length L in-
stead of the foreoody length Lf . Since the retio of 
Lf/L for the present series of models is 0.556, t~e 
equation 
"becomes 
C 6 m ax = O. 1 7 6 0 
(6 ) 
(7 ) 
when (1f/O)2 is suostituted for (1/0)2. The 0 . 1760 con-
stant for maximum possiole loading is sone 2 0 5 times as 
large as the constant of 0.0675, recommended in reference 
7 for "satisfactory" spray characteristics in normal serv-
ice . Apart from all questions of the exact value adopted 
for either constant, h01ever , the fact seems clear that 
the oeam loading c an De increased as the square of the 
length - oeam ratio, whichever condition is under considera-
tion. 
In further c omparative studies along the lines of 
fi~ures 2 and 3 , it is oelieved practical to consider 
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only what have been referred to i n this report as the 
flprincipal n characteristics: resistance, porpoising, and 
the ma in spray blister. The problem is, essentially, to 
find the influence of length- beam ratio, size, and load-
ing 9 on these char a cteristics. Previous experience has 
indicated that undosirable bo w spray or yawing character-
i sti cs can usually be corrected i n depe nd ently, by rela-
tively small local chang es which do not app~eciably alter 
the p rincipal c haracteristics . 
Practically all the necessary data for further co m-
parative studies are available in the ch a rts of test re-
sults on figures 11 to 39. The only reservati on is that 
si n ce the test ranges for the several models were laid 
out in a ccordance with equation (2) on p a ge 4, as previ-
ously exp l a ined, the values of C6 for low-s p eed te sts 
at the larger values of length - beam ratio may sometimes 
be found to be On the high side.* 
It has been pointed out that desir abl e values of the 
length- beam ratio, as indicated by the p resent investiga-
tion, appear to lie between the two extreme v a lues tested. 
Th e lowest value tested, 5.07, fails largel y th rou gh it s 
excessive resist an ce and forebody spray; the high est val-
ue, 8 0 45, fails because of it s abnormally narrow range of 
stable trim angles, the Cause of wh ich is not v ery cle ar , 
but may perhaps be l a id in part to the test procedure. 
As n o t ed on page 9, a const ant mass was used f or e a c h 
mode l in the gen eral porpoising tests, this mass being 
proportional to the cube of t he length -be am r atio in con-
for mity wi th the test ranges of C60' Thus, wi th the 
r adius of gyration p roportional to the length, the moment 
of inertia inc r ease d as the fifth p ower of the length -
beam ratio. Sin ce, in the li ~ht of the test results i n 
gen er a l , a ra t e of increase of loading in proportion to 
the cube of the length- b eam ratio now appears t o be higher 
th an is practicable, t he rate of increase of mass and mo-
ment of i n ertia actually used probably was excessive. 
The effect of the mom ent of inertia on the stability li m-
it s previously has b een fo und to be small (referenc e s ': and 10.) 
but t he c hanges of moment of inertia involved in the pres-
ent instance ar e much greater than were previously co n -
sidered, and may have had more ef fe ct. 
Should further study i n dicate dist in ct advantages 
*The charts i n t h e appe nd ix h elp to overcome this 
dif f iculty. 
_J 
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for the l argest length -beam ratio (8 .45) from points of 
view ot h er than porpoising, it is p ossi b le that additional 
p or p ois in g tests, mad e with lo wer ma ss and moment of i n er-
tia, might s h ow an i mpr oveme nt in its porpoising charac-
teristics. Further consideration might well be given, at 
the same t i me , to the value of the pi tch-damping rate, 
whi ch , in the p re sen t tests, was he ld t h e same for all 
four mod els. Reference LO may be revie~ed i n conne cti on 
wit h t h e mass , moment of inertia , and pitch-damping rate. 
It is important to k eep clearly in mind that the 
present i n ves tigation r ef ers to alterin g the len gth-beam 
ratio i n a very specific way - namely, b Jr expanding the 
forebod y and afterbody len gths in the same r at io and with -
out changin g step heig~t or afterbody angl e . Since the 
functions of the forebody and the afterbody differ in im -
portant respects, their respective lengths have cert ain 
more or less independent effects on performance. ~hus, 
when the two lengths are altered i n direct proportion to 
e a c h ot h er , the re sulting performance is bound to reflect 
t he co mb i n ed influences of both alterations. For e xample , 
r eferri ng to the co mpari so n on figure 3, it is thought 
that t he progressively lower hump resistance obtained 
when t h e length - beam r ati o is increased, is largely at-
tri butable to the longer afterbody rather than to the 
longer for ebod y . Si mi l ar lyo the failure of the gr e atest 
len g t h - beam ratio to con tinue the d ownvard trend in plan-
i ng r an g e res istan ce s probably is attributable to greater 
wett i n~ of the long er afterbody. On the other hand , the 
s treng t h of the present study is that it permits a visu -
aliz~tion of the over-all co n se qu e n ces of the simple, 
specific ch ang e to wh ich it r ef ers. 
The test results h erei n p resented provid e the neces-
sary material for studies of various types aim ed at clar-
ifying the significance of l eng t h - b e am r atio from a hy -
drody n amic point of vie \ • 
On the basis of the fa mily of models investigated, 
and t h e lOading con d itions used in the co mpar iso ns on 
figures 2 and 3 , th e following conclusions are indicated: 
(1 ) If t h e plan form area and the loading conditions 
are held constant , increasing t h e len gth -beam r a tio -
-.JI 
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(a) Helps the hump resistance and trim, but 
shifts the hump to higher speed. 
(b) Helps the high-speed resistances. 
(c) Injures the stable rang e of trim angles. 
22 
(a) Lowers the height of the main spray blister. 
(e) Reduces the bow spray at taxying speeds in 
rough wat er. 
(f) Injures the yawing stability slightly, 
though not materially altering the speed 
rang es for the various types of yawing 
stability. 
(2) If the beam and the loadin~ conditions are held 
constant, then, compared with the foregoing case -
(a) The improvement in hump resistance i s 
greater, 
(b) The improvement in high-speed resistances is 
1 e s s. 
(c) The injury to the stable range of trim angles 
is less. 
(d) The lowering of the main spray blister is 
greater. 
(e) The re du ctio n of bow spray is materially 
greater. 
(f) The injury to the yawing stability is much 
the same. 
(3) It seems clear enough that the b eam loading can-
not be increased as rapidly as in proportion to the cube 
of the length-beam ratio (equation (2) on p. 4) without 
important sacrifices in respect to One or mor e of the 
principal hydrodynamic characteristics: resistance, por-
poising, or main spray. A rate proportional to the square 
of the length -beam ratiO: as discussed on page 19, appears 
to be more nearly the maximum possibleu 
Experimental Towing Tank, 
Stevens Institute of Technology, 
Hoboken, N. J. I April 24, 1944. 
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APPENDIX 
lViET-: OD FOR PRESENTI NG THE PRINC IPAL CHARACTERI STI CS 
OF INDIVIDUAL MODELS IN CONDENSED FORM 
Th e pur p ose of the ~ppendix is to present a conden sed 
form of report on the principal characteristics of individ-
ual moclels. 
Each of figures 45, 46, 47, and 48 shows the test re-
sults for resistance, porpoising, and main-spray-blister 
height, for One model: 
The main spray characteristics are shown at the top 
in the same form as on figures 36 to 39. 
The free-to - trim resistances and trims for the lo wer 
half of the take - off speed range (in what has 
been called the displacement range) are shown in 
the middle of the sheet in the collapsed form of 
plotting discussed in reference 12 • 
The stability limits and moment characteristics for 
the planing range are shown at the bottom in the 
same form as on fi gures 32 to 35 . Contours of 
resist a nce at planing speeds are superimposed as 
discussed in reference 12 . 
These co n densed reports are believed t o have a great 
advantage in that t hey co n dense onto one sheet all the 
pertinent i n formation on the principal hydrodynamic char-
acteristics of a given hull for~ . It is ~op ed that they 
may be used in something like the sane fas h ion as an air-
foil polar diag ram and t hat, when they become available 
for a large r number of hull forms, they 1ill provide the 
designer with a si mple tool for comparing hull lines. 
They represent a coordination of developments toward this 
end which have been in prog ress at the Stevens Experimen-
tal Towing Tank for several· years; th ey constitute the 
next step following the work in reference 12 . So me fair-
ing is necessarily done in their preparation. 
In connection with the present investigation, the 
charts may be used to advantage in ex trapolati ng for lo ads 
outside of the test range s. 
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TABLE I 
PARTICULARS OF MODELS 
L/b 5.07 5 .19 7.32 8.45 
St evens Mode l No. 339-22 339-1 339- 23 339-46 
Beam at main s tep, in. 5. 40 5.40 5.40 5.40 
Hull length, forepoint to sternpotSt, in. 27.37 33.45 39.53 45.61 
Forebody length, in. 15.22 18.60 21. 98 25.36 
Afterbody length, in. 12.15 14.85 17. 55 20.25 
Step height, in • . . . . . . 0.27 0.27 0 . 27 0.27 
Afterbody angle, deg 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 
Dead rise at keel at main step, deg 20.0 20. 0 20.0 20.0 
Forebody length/beam 2.82 3.44 4 .07 4.70 
Afterbody l ength/beam 2. 25 2.75 3.25 3.75 
step height, percent b 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
Sternpost angle, deg . 8. 25 8.00 7.75 7.50 
Forebody warping. deg/b 2.1 1.7 1. 4 1.2 
For the g eneral propoising tests , mean values of the 
mass in vertical oscillation and of the moment of i nertia 
we re established and used throughout. These were based on 
e Quat ions ( 3) and ( 4) , re spe cti ve l y , On pagelO , and ar e 
shot'in belo\} : 
/:"0' I b 3.35 6 .10 10.05 15.50 
C/:"o 0 . 59 1. 07 1. 77 2.72 
I I b - in. 2 160 356 811 1658 p' 
Al l trim angle s measured rel at ive to the tangent to 
the forebody k eel at main step. 
·-----------------~~.~-------.~----------. ----------------------------------.------------------~---, 
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FIRST COMPARISON 
HYDRODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUR MODELS 
OF DIFFERING LENGTH - BEAM RATIO 
LIb 
5 .07 
6 . 19 
7 .32 
8.45 
L b ~ 
30.42" 6.00" 0 .73 
33.45" 5.40 ' 1.00 
36.30" 4 .96" 1.29 
38 .95" 4.6 I" 1.6 I 
LINE 
SYMBOL 
WITH CONSTANT PLANFORM AREA 
RESISTANCES I ~ 
A. • 5 .68 LB 0 RESISTANCE VS. TRIM 
1.6 -----+-----.---+---------+-- "7-::l 1.0 AT 25 FT.lSEC. ~ -; 
• J / : 
~--+----6 
<l ";0.8 / : ~ 
<l ~ / , /.-r 
.. 06 " ;' y' -+! , ----+-----4 
!!! ~ , " ,T'r---+++~--------+=~-='-",. ~----£')' r,~--- r- a: ,,~ ~ 
10 ~ !-L-~~~~--~--~-~-----2 z 
---crft/r------- +-------RESISTANCE AT 
FI~ED TRIM (5,) 
15 20 25 
MODEL SPEED, FT. PER SEC. 
o 
LOAD ON WATER ~ I 0 .9 
V", • 30.45
1 
FT.lSEC. 
30 35 
I I 
______ +-______ + __ ---=L:!,./-".,b_= 5.07\ ______ t--______ + ____ ~!F...!.R~E,.=E'--TO~-~T£R~tM!..-.!T~R!:!A~CK 
6 . 19 AND 
7.3 TRIM LtMITSOF STABILITY 6.45 
UPPER LIMITS 
I 
----~:.f-------_+------__I--------~~~ ......... _=+_------__I- LOWER LIMITS 
I 
15 20 25 30 35 
~ I ENVELOPES 2b OF ~---+-~ 
PEAK OF MAIN SPRAY BLISTERS 
-- --
5b 4b 3b 2b I b 0 I b 2b 4b 
THIS SCALE IN BEAMS FOR Lib = 6.19 
Bow SPRAY AT TAXIING SPEEDS IN ReUGH WATER SLIGHTLY IMPROVED BY INCREASE Of LIB 
Ip I 2 22 3,0 35 ~ i 
MODEL SPEED, FT. PER SEC. ' .... 
Figure 2. 
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SECOND COMPARISON 
HYDRODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUR MODELS lib L b ~ LINE: SYMaOL 
27.37" 5.40" OF DIFFERING LENGTH - BEAM RATIO 5 .07 1.00 -----6 .1 9 33 .45" 5.40" 1.00 
--
WITH CONSTANT BEAM 7.32 39.53" 5 .40" 1.00 --
8 .45 45.61" 5 .40" 1.00 .. 
RESISTANCES 
RESISTANCE VS. TRI~ 
o I 
- - -t- --+--+-----+--1 - ui 1.0 AT 25 FT./SEC. ,~ 
FREE- TO-TRIM 0 ~ \ ;,{ ~---+-----6 III 
....J ~ ~ <18 '~~' V:!!! +---+T-t+-----"'-,----i"'-=--+--~ 0.6 '~ . 17 :!:: r---+- - - 4 a: 
w· !!l ~-=-.' ~~ IIJ ~ w 4 ~ 
1;;
• a: ~ 
8 10 0.8---+~~~~-------r-~~~~ ~~~~~--L-~~~--_1------- 2 ~ 
in 
~ ~ 
0.4--'-f-t+.,L-----+---- RESISTANCt:: A.tT-~=:;2::~~-:::§-~-·~-:~~--~---O 9 
FIXED TRIM (5°) v., • 30.4
1
5 FT./SEC. 
I I 
10 15 20 25 30 35 
MODEL SPEED. T. PER SEC. 
I I 
Lib c 5.07,_-+-___ -+ ___ FREE - TO- TRIM TRACK 
~19 AND 
7.32 TRIM liMITSOF STABILITY 8.45 m 
o 
16 
FREE-TO-TRIM TRACK 
W·12--~---~~~-=-~--77=7~--------~------~------r----~ 
...J 
(!) 
Z 
~ 8-----+--~~~~~--+-~~~~-----+~~~~~~~~----~ 2 UPPER LIMITS 
~ I 
4 - --,..w:,........".,.....".,=--+-------+--------+-......,.<E--=--+-------il-- LOWER UM ITS 
10 15 
5b 4b 3b 2b 
20 25 
2b~ 
I 
30 35 
I 
ENVELOPES 
OF 
PEAK OF' MAIN SPRAY BLISTERS 
! 
I b 0 I b 2b 3 b 
SCALE IN BEAMS 
4 b 
Bow SPRAY AT TAXIING SPEEDS IN ROUGH WATER MATERIALLY IMPROVED BY INCREASE OF L I B 
POSITIVE STABILlT\ HOOKING 
Kd§9z"i :; : 0£6i<,l , ~~ LI b , 5.07 TYPES OF =:J 
~Q9C6??& ~~~~~~~~,0~<0~======LI=b =' 6==.1=9 ==DIRECTIONAU O}?16~ ~~~~"" ~~"'00~~~\\. LI b , 7.32 STABILI TY =:J 
~Ohl6~ LIb '8.45 ~Y;WING)~= ~ c::===: 2. 1,0 15 2~ 2,5 3,0 . =:1 .... 
MODEL SPEED, FT, PER SEC. ' , 
F igure 3. 
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BODY PLAN OF PARENT 
XPB2M-1 
STEVENS MODEL No. 339-1 
LIb = 6.19 
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